BONE

suitable for school-age kids

BONE is amazing!
it starts as a delightful tale of these
odd little creatures, and then becomes
this big, big g00d-Vs-evil epic!
Everyone, young and old, ends up
loving this story. Read it, share it.

Amelia Rules!
Amelia and her
mom move to a
new town.

Girl Genius
Steampunk styling
sets the tone for
the adventures of
Agatha Heterodyne.

new school, new
friends, new life.

a cross
between
Jules Verne
and Japanese
Manga,
these stories
are full of
thrills and
humor.

Yes, this is a
comic with "life
lessons,"
but there are
good times and
silly fun as well.

Leave it to chance

Scott Pilgrim

Young Chance
lives in a world
where magic is
commonplace.
Too young to
learn magic
herself, she still
manages to get
into plenty of
trouble.
Her constant
companion is her
pet dragon, St.
george.
How cool is that?

Scott meets the girl of his
dreams, but before they can
be together, he must battle
her seven evil ex-boyfriends.
Sound like a video game? you
are on the right track.

"into every generation a slayer is born.."

some folks think of comics as a
"boy's club," but sister, times
have changed!
Buffy is back, and slaying overtime!
Fan of the classic TV show? Admit it!
Show creator joss whedon guides Buffy season 8, new adventures of "the chosen
One" and her faithful "scoobie gang."

Chynna Clugston-Major

FABLES
all the heros,
monsters, and
myths of antiquity
are real and they
live among us.
Epic storytelling!

How's that for
a cool name?
Blue Monday,
scooter girl,
so much fun to
read.
If you ever
went to high
school, you
will no doubt
enjoy these
fine books.

Gail Simone

a comic fan who dissed
stereotypical female
portrayals online,
simone lives a fan's
dream and has written
for both Marvel and DC.

G. Willow Wilson

Seattle novelist wilson
ventures into the realm
of magical realism in
her two popular works,
cairo and air.

Gail writes
wonder
woman
better
than
anyone,
ever!
Secret six
A team of
villains being
bad. Funny,
sexy, deadly.

The Goon
Locke and Key

A mafia enforcer
with a dark secret
and his homicidal pal
frankey spend their
free time fighting
undead mobsters.
writer-artist Eric
powell makes
mayhem look like a
lot of fun!

Horror author
Joe Hill gives us
a doomed family
in a haunted
house who have
no idea how much
trouble the are
in.
Hold on tight!
The page features some of the best
writing anywhere.
Be advised: these stories are dark and
bloody, and not for the faint of heart!

the damned
Prohibition era
chicago, and the
Mob runs the
town. But no one
knows that
demons run the
mob!

The Walking Dead
F.e.a.r. agent
alcoholic spaceman
Heath Huston is
probably the last
living human.
To pass the time, he
rockets across the
galaxy fighting
nasty creatures.
A new twist on the
classic space opera.

a family drama, but with zombies...

a war in the
underworld means
hell on earth for
small-time thug
Eddie, a man cursed
to die and live,
over and over.

Brian K. Vaughn

Matt Fraction

Ed Brubaker

Paul Pope

five fists of science

Y: the last man
A round-theworld quest to
save the human
race & learn what
wiped out all the
dudes, save one.

RUNAWAYS
Parents suck, but
what to do if yours
are super-villians?
steal their gadgets
and hit the road!

Ex Machina
A former superhero and ultraliberal becomes
mayor of NYC.

Tesla and Twain
battle evil with
their giant
electrical robot.
Yes, really.

Casanova
a sexy thief is
lured to another
dimension where he
must masquerade
as a sexy spy.
What? mmm, sexy.

iron fist
kung-fu hero
learns that
immortality ain't
all its cracked up
to be.

Gotham Central
It's tough being a
cop. The job is
harder when you're
stuck cleaning up
after super-heros.
captain america
A legend dies, a new
hero is born.

Heavy Liquid
Double dealing &
drugs from outer
space. Writer/artist
Pope creates
dispatches from a
decaying and
disturbing future.

Batman: year 100
the half-remembered
myth returns to the
streets of gotham.
criminal
violent, bloody
tales from the
perspective of the
lawbreakers
themselves.

100%
six lives intersect
in NYC 2038.

dark, disturbing... delightful!

These four gents are powerful writers of great
depth all of whom have (say it with me kids)

"Transcended the genre"

This guy is nuts!
Watchmen,
From Hell,
V for Vendetta,
Promethea,
be prepared to have
your mind blown.

Dark but with a chewy upbeat center.
the Sandman series, death: The high
cost of living, stardust, also read
his novels - Coraline, American
gods, Wolves in the walls, and
good omens.

Violent, political, inappropriate
- you will enjoy every word.

Filthy, Funny, all kinds of wrong.
Ennis has done great work on
mainstream titles like The Punisher
and Hellblazer, but also creates
great original characters like Hitman.
One of Ennis' Greatest characters is
Jessie Custer, a man so angry that hunts
down god, just so he can kick his @$$!
The book is called Preacher. Read it.
* Technically, Ennis is Irish, but believe
me, he belongs with this crowd.

Ellis writes troubling stories
about unpleasant people that
you cannot put down!
Planetary, Global Frequency and
Transmetropolitian all play with
themes of social unrest and are adorned
with possible/probable/pseudo-science.
FELL is a cop tale laced with magic.
New free online comic at freakangels.com

